... 9 z t ;w l9 . . . 9 w m ). These 7/s, which are quasi-unipotent automorphisms of the C-vector space H underlying the variation, provide important invariants of the singularities of \p. In particular, in the single variable case (7 = 1, m -0) a central role is played by the monodromy weight filtration W% = W*(N) of the nilpotent transformation TV" = log 7 M , where y u is the unipotent part of the monodromy 7. We recall [5] that, if k is the weight of the Hodge structures, N k+ 1 = 0 and the filtration : ^+//^/Ar+/-i ~~* ^k-jl^k-f-i is an isomorphism. The results announced here concern the monodromy weight filtrations arising in the several variables case. The main statements-Theorems 1 and 2-were conjectured by P. Deligne [2] (cf. Conjecture 1.9.6, as well as Theorem 1.9.2 for the special geometric case). For structures of weight two they are contained in [1] . THEOREM According to Schmid's Nilpotent Orbit Theorem [5] there exists a limiting Hodge filtration F* (depending on w 1 , . . , , w m ) such that the lifting i// may be approximated for Im z y -> > 0 by the orbit expQ^zyVV) • F*. Moreover in the case of a single TV and as a consequence of the SL 2 -orbit theorem, (W%(N), F*) defines a polarized mixed Hodge structure, i.e. the Hodge filtration F* defines Hodge structures on the graded quotients Gr ; (TV) = WJ(N)/WJ__ 1 (N) which are suitably polarized (cf. Theorem 6.16 in [5] for the precise statement, as well as [6] ). When this is combined with Theorem 1 one obtains that every point in the approximating orbit defines a mixed Hodge structure relative to the filtration A further consequence of Theorem 1 is the existence of a Hodge filtration F$ such that (W%(o), F$) is a mixed Hodge structure split over R and the orbit exp(S^zyV / .) • Ffi lies in D for Im z-> 0. For a single monodromy transformation these "split" nilpotent orbits correspond to SL 2 -orbits in the sense of [5] . Thus they could be expected to play a role in extending the SL 2 -orbit theorem to the case of period mappings of several variables.
The second theorem relates the weight filtration W%(o) to those associated to the faces of the cone a. In order to make this statement precise let us consider two commuting nilpotent transformations TV and TV' . Since TV* preserves W%(N), it induces nilpotent endomorphisms in each of the graded quotients Gij(N). Suppose that the monodromy weight titrations defined by TV* in the various Gr ; (TV)'s are all projections of a single filtration W% of the total space with the property that N'W-C W; 2 (such a W* need not exist for an arbitrary commuting pair TV, TV' , but if it does, it is unique [2] ). Then, following Deligne, we call such W* the monodromy weight filtration of the pair (TV' , W*(N)). THEOREM 
Let TV, TV' be any two elements in the closure of o not belonging to the same proper face of this cone. Then W%(o) is the monodromy weight filtration of the pair (TV' , W%(N)).
We end with a bare bones sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere. We wish to thank Pierre Deligne for his generous advice and encouragement during the preparation of this work.
